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Abstract: The purpose of this study is to provide a tested, validated, and documented algorithm for optimal
design of pressurized toroidal LPG fuel tanks with constant section described by imposed algebraic plane
curves. Computer aided investigations are carried out using three-dimensional models and can offer high
benefits for the design of toroidal LPG fuel tanks used in automotive industry.
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1. Introduction
During the past few decades the global auto industry has experienced some major structural
changes in research and development, macro-economic structural conditions, global production
networks, global climate change and global financial crisis [1-7].
The storage fuel tanks used in the automotive industry are made from aluminum alloys or various
types of steel for safely storing fuel: compressed natural gas (CNG) or liquefied petroleum gas
(LPG) [8-14].
The computer-aided design, construction, installation, testing and monitoring requirements of the
storage fuel tanks are bounded and regulated by a comprehensive list of requirements
documented in various codes and national and international standards [15-19].
The multi-objective optimization techniques of the fuel tanks are based on effective strategies and
flexible tools of integrated design processes and efficient data management for decision based
multidisciplinary design [1, 15-19].
Computer-aided design (both standardized and modular) of the fuel tanks involves a deeper insight
of geometrical elements considering the supershapes design variables [20, 21], specific structural
parameters [8-14], geometrical conditions [15], design constraints [2-7], computer tools [22-27],
numerical computational methods [28-30], visualization techniques [31-37], and measurement
methods [38, 39].
In order to improve the construction requirements, performance tests, comfort, safety and vehicle
durability the pressurized toroidal LPG fuel tanks are located in different vehicle places especially
designed by the vehicle's manufacturer (as shown in fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Different locations of the pressurized toroidal LPG fuel tanks
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In this research, a simple and efficient algorithm for optimal design of pressurized toroidal LPG fuel
tanks with constant section described by imposed algebraic plane curves is proposed.
2. Design methodology
In our study, an optimization algorithm of the pressurized toroidal LPG fuel tank model that can
reduce final product mass, while improving storage efficiencies is proposed.
The algorithm has two parts:
A) in the first part is proposed a class of toroidal surfaces with cross-section optimized in terms of
shape (without knowing their thickness);
B) in the second part is determined the optimized dimensions of the toroidal cover resulting from
the mechanical resistance conditions according to the combinations of stresses encountered in
exploitation or mechanical requirements imposed by homologation tests.
2.1 The generation of the optimized class of geometric shapes for the cross-section
The steps in this stage are as follows:
A1. The determination of the maximum dimensions of the cylinder (in which the tor is inserted),
based on design constraints allocated to the fuel tank on the vehicle. It is determined: the radius R
and the height H of the cylinder (as shown in fig. 2).

Fig. 2. The geometrical model of cylinder in which the tor is inserted

A2. The specification of the required algebraic plane curve and the mathematical equations used
to generate the cross-section, and in the cases of families of curves one of the particular forms is
indicated.
As an example for a series of polynomial algebraic curves closed by degrees: 2, 4, 5, 6, 8 and 12,
the parametric spatial modeling of the toroidal surface is shown together with the corresponding
mathematical equation used to generate the cross-section (as shown in fig. 3).

a)

b)

c)
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Fig. 3. Generation of the toroidal surface from a series of polynomial algebraic curves closed by degrees: 2,
4, 5, 6, 8 and 12
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A3. The determination of: a) the cross-sectional symmetry axis of the toroidal surface; b) the
maximum rectangular field in which the apparatus is mounted; c) the maximum rectangular range
in which the closed mathematical curve describe the cross-section.
It is determined: a) the maximum dimensions of the D i max range occupied by the inner cylinder (Ri
and Hi max); b) the maximum dimensions of the De max outer range, characterized by the external
radius Re and the height He max, in which the cross-section of the torus must be enclosed, described
by the mathematical equation of the imposed algebraic curve (as shown in fig. 4).

Fig. 4. The geometrical model of toroidal surface with the maximum dimensions of the D

i max

and De max

A4. The setting of a range of angular values of the section orientation generated by the
mathematical curve, relative to the rectangular outer domain, De max. As a result, by rotation of the
cross-section around the center of mass with the angular values: 1, 2, .., k, which may be
arbitrarily chosen, there are obtained a series of constructive variants of the toroidal surface, based
on the same mathematical equation which describes the cross-section (as shown in fig. 5).

Fig. 5. Constructive variants of the section with the angular values: 1, 2, .., k, arbitrarily chosen

A5. The determination of the new size dimensions: Hk, Lk, of the section rotated with the angle k
(as shown in fig. 6).

Fig. 6. Constructive variant of the section with the angular value k

A6. The determination of the optimal dimensions of the geometric section rotated with the k
angle (obtained from the condition of a maximum enclosed area in the curve by a centroid scaling
so that the curve is included in the rectangular domain De max) checking the conditions:
L k scaled = Lmax and /or Hk scaled = Hmax.
(1)
It is obtained the mathematical equation describing the curve that shapes the cross-section of the
toroidal surface which has a maximum volume for a required angle k.
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Fig. 7. Constructive variant of the optimal section with the angular value k

It is noted that the curve may be simultaneously or not tangent to all sides of the rectangular
domain De max, but it has the maximum area inscribed in this rectangle.
In practice, there are also situations in which the families of curves have several parameters: a, b,
c, .., as in the equations of the Cassini ovals, where the values of the parameters: a, b, c, ... are
determined so that the curve which results to have a maximum area inscribed in the rectangle of
the outer domain Dmax (as shown in fig. 8).

Fig. 8. Constructive variant of the optimal section with the angular value k considering Cassini ovals curves

A7. The generation of a family of toroidal surfaces with cross-sections described by closed
algebraic curves obtained with the same type of mathematical equations.
In fig. 9, is shown the generation of a toroidal surface family based on the Bicuspid algebraic curve
for the following angles of rotation: 1 = 00, 2 = 900, 3 = 1350 and 4 = 1800.
For each angle of rotation, graphical representations were made on the parameterized model as
follows: half section in axonometric view (fig. 9a1 to 9a4); half section in front view (fig. 9b1 to 9b4);
1
8 superior section in axonometric view (fig. 9c1 to 9c4); and three-quarter section in axonometric
view (fig. 9d1 to 9d4).
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Fig. 9. The generation of a toroidal surface family based on the Bicuspid algebraic curve (for the following
angles of rotation: 1 = 00, 2 = 900, 3 = 1350 and 4 = 1800) in different graphical representations

A8. The selection form of the generated family of toroidal surfaces from the variants whose section
shows the maximum enclosed area in the curve.
2.2 The determination of the optimized dimensions of the toroidal cover
The steps in this stage are as follows:
B1. The calculation of the toroidal cover optimized dimensions from the condition of resistance to
simple or combined mechanical stresses, based on the following design process:
- The initial design data are: the maximum static hydraulic pressure; the working temperature
between the limits Tmin to Tmax; the exploitation time of tank; the corrosion velocity of material.
- The toroidal surface is parametrically computed according § 2.1 subchapter.
- To reduce the computational time, the 3D parametric model is chosen based on the constructive
symmetry of the toroidal surface (½, ¼ or 1/8 of the initial model), taking into account some
constructive features of the fuel tank which are related to the fixation elements, piping, filling or
drain connections, etc.
- The selection of the execution material for all the tank elements.
- The loads are applied to the parameterized model structure such as: tank's own weight, fuel
weight, inertia forces (resulting from the acceleration or deceleration processes of the vehicle),
force given by compression or decompression of the fuel, the temperature variation of the
environment or fuel, unequal pressure distributions exerted on the interior walls of the tank as a
result of the flowing or emptying process, symmetrical loading/unloading cycles used for fatigue
calculation, the equipment and devices weight supported by the tank, impact forces at crash tests
or ballistic tests, non-linear variation laws of temperature for the fire resistance test, increasing
variation laws of burst test pressures, laws for periodic or random vibration generation sources,
concentration forces and moments, mass distributions, various tank forces on the surface structure
of multilayer membranes, etc.
- The geometrical constraints are specified accordingly and it is generated the 3D mesh that
approximates the geometric domain of the 3D model.
- For structure optimal dimensioning, the following variables are computed: element thicknesses,
connection rays, linear and angular dimensions (considered as discrete, within a specified range or
continuous values).
- The structure constraints are considered as: a) constraints of geometrical parameters and
mechanical properties resulting from the simulation calculation such as stresses, linear or angular
displacements, vibration frequencies, temperatures, safety factors, etc., relative to the admissible
values; b) constraints of mass properties related to: volume, mass, area, coordinates of the mass
center, etc.; c) dimensional constraints; d) economic constraints as: materials costs, total cost of
manufacturing. All these computed constraints may be smaller or equal than a specified value or
into prescribed limits.
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- The objective optimization function is written and the aim is to find a solution which optimizes the
objective function value subject. There are generated various computational scenarios that
combine multiple solicitation variants and after determination of the optimal values is chosen the
fuel tank geometry.
B2. The choice of the technological variant based on the low-cost option.
3. Conclusions
In this study, a simple and efficient algorithm for optimal design of pressurized toroidal LPG fuel
tanks with constant section described by imposed algebraic plane curves was proposed.
The high benefits of using this algorithm are: facilitating and simplifying the design process;
reducing time to create optimal structures and reducing risk, offering predictable performance and
improving reliability of the data.
This algorithm can also be extended for the generation of cross-sectional toroidal surfaces
described by other types of closed non-linear plane curves that would be considered as design
objectives in the future studies.
Conflict of Interest: The authors declare that they have no conflict of interest.
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